
Arima Race Club 
NOTES FROM THE STEWARDS 

RACEDAY 01 
WEDNESDAY 1ST JANUARY, 2020. 

 
STIPENDARY STEWARDS:  RICHARD HALFHIDE  ERROL MC DAVID  VIANNE MAHARAJ 
  

RACE 1 

The Official Veterinarian reported that #4 VERSES returned lame on the left forelimb (Grade 3). 
 
RACE 2 
After viewing the video replays the Stewards called an inquiry and subsequently received an objection lodged by jockey 
N. Samaroo, rider of #4 WELCOMETODPARTY, placed second, against #5 TEAM SPIRIT, the winner, ridden by B. 
Boodramsingh for foul riding in the final 100 metres. 
Having further reviewed the video replays and heard the jockeys’ evidence the Stewards were satisfied that TEAM 

SPIRIT did impede the clear run of WELCOMETODPARTY and reversed the past the post positions accordingly. 
 
Jockey Boodramsingh was found guilty of careless riding and fined $250.00 for the infringement. 
 
RACE 3 

The Starter advised that #8 CP JET refused to load into the starting stalls and was therefore withdrawn. 
 
RACE 4  N I L 
 
RACE 5  N I L 
 
RACE 6  N I L 
 
RACE 7 
The Stewards ordered the withdrawal of #2 AWESOME APRIL as the entry was not in accordance with Rule 32 (12) of 
the Rules of Racing. 
 
The Steward received two (2) objections as follows: 

(1) Jockey R. Jadoo rider of #7 SPOKE IN YUH WHEEL, placed third, against #8 EARLY BIRD, the winner, ridden 
by B. Boodramsingh for foul riding in the final 100 metres; and 

(2) Jockey R. Ali rider of #5 STOCKYARD, unplaced, against #6 PAUSEFORACOORS, unplaced, ridden by Rico 
Hernandez for crossing out the gates. 

Having seen the video replays and heard the riders’ evidence the Stewards in the case of the first objection, allowed the 
placings to remain unchanged but fined jockey Boodramsingh $200.00 for careless riding. 
 
In the case of the second objection the Stewards saw no reason to take any action. 
 
The Official Veterinarian reported that #4 TIZ A VIBE returned lame on the right forelimb (Grade 3). 
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CONTINUED 
 
RACE 8 
Jockey K. Balgobin rider of #5 RAEVEN RENAE, unplaced, objected to #7 SINGLE BULLET, placed second, ridden by 
apprentice B. Pahal for crossing out of the gates. 
Having seen the video replays and heard the riders’ evidence the Stewards found that there was a general tightening 
from the outside which resulted in RAEVEN RENAE being hampered.  The Stewards noted that the position of the 
starting stalls may have contributed to the incident and took no further action on the matter. 
 
The Official Veterinarian reported that #10 STRAIGHT TO THE POINT returned lame on the left forelimb (Grade 3). 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 
 


